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I. SUBJECT-MATTER OF THE PRESENT THESIS : 
MODERNIZATION AND TRADITION 

According to Professor Rostow,: . Japan under the Tokugawa r6gime 

came under the category of a "tradrtronal soclety " and after completing 

preparations for transformation into a " modern society," with the; Meiji 

Restoration (1868) as the turning-point, entered the stage of " take-off " 

some ten years later. Admitting this observation as both ~luite effective 

and suggestive, we are tempted to stop and think for a while whether 

the " traditional society " in Japan had been deprived of each and every 

bit of her "tradition" at the turn into the "modern society" or had its 

traditions made use of in this or that way after emerging into a "modern 

society." 

In this respect, Professor Harbison remarks, in reLerence to the , 

entrepreneurial activities in modern Japan, that : " Managerial concepts 

and practices, which are rapidly becoming obsolete in the Western 
capitalist countries, still appear to be effective. Indeed, one is tempted 

to conclude that the traditional Japanese culture, instead of being swept 

aside by industrialism, has assimilated it. Modern machinery and protesses 

have become the instruments rather thari the destroyers of a traditional 

social order."2 This statement seems to stand in regard to the economic 

modernization processes after the Meiji Restoration. What is meant, 
then, by such words as " traditional Japanese culture " or " traditional 

social order" ? In the context of economic modernization, I would like 

to point out three factors : ' 
(1) That the ~lite active in the preceding or ' obsolete ' society did 

not stop functioning as such even in the ' modern.' society ushered in 

by the Meiji Restoration. It is well known that the chonin ~T)~ and 

* W. W. Rostow. The States of Econ0'Itic Growth, Cambridge, Cambridge University 
Press, 1960, p. 4 ff. 

2 F. Harbison & C. A. Myers, Manage'nent in the I,idustrial World, New York, 
McGraw-Hill, 1959, p. 249. 
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hツ4肋5ho百姓（townsmen　alld・peasants）一commoners　as　against5α鴉％rαぎ

侍，1particularly　those　who　belonged　to　middle　and　upPer　stmta－were

given　a　chance　to　emerge　all　over　the　country　as　so　many　leaders　or

undertakers　of　economic　modernizatioll　after　the　Restoration．　Special

mention，五〇wever，will　have　to　be　made　of　the伽5樒武士or54勉％7厩

The5磁πz〃毎who　const圭tuted　the　politicalτuling　class　in　the　Tokugawa

era　not　only　took　over　the　position　of　administra亡ors　under　the　new

r6gime　both　at　the　centre　and　in　the　provin¢es，but　also　Playe（王　the

role　of　leaders　in　economic，　educational　a』nd　variQus　other　developing

fields。The　leading　posts　were　mostly　held　by，10w・ranked54郷％7漉who

had　no　chance　in　former　days，　Still，it　camot　be　denied　that　they

came　nevertheless　from　the　same5α？綴r痂class．Sα解獅漉remained　the

6Z漉in　new　Japan　due　to　various　reasons，but　the　following　tw6would

seem・to　be　the　most　powerfuheasons：（i）the　fall　of　the‘碗6∫εη短g伽8，

was　not　due　to　corruption　among　the　ruling　class，and（ii）the3α窺獅漉

class　dealt　with　the　commoners　in　the　role　of　a‘cultured　c1＆ss’rather

than　a‘military　class．’

　　（2）In　every　country，nationalism　plays　an　important　rolel　in　its

economic　modemization，especially　in　the　initial　stage。In　Japan，nationa1・

ism　was　almost　an　integral　part　of　the　traditional　trεlits　of　the　people．

Before　the　Restoration，Japan　comprised　as　many　as250んαπ藩3each

ruled　by　a4漉彫ツo大名3who，in　tum，was　under　the　overall　govemment

of　the　Sh6gun．　Each　hαπ，irrespective　of　its　s玉ze，was　virtua11y　a　small

state，compact　and　self－supPorting．　In　this　・manner，　Japan　was　a　cen・

tralized　state　even　before　the　Restoration．　The　feudalisticシdecentralized

govemments　Qf　the4α伽ッδwere　uni丘ed　under　the　central　rule　of　the

6罐蜘幕府．4　This　pattem　of　national　uni丘cation　under　a　centralized

government　was　economically　supPorte（i　by　the　nation”wide　exchange　of

■　　ohσ痂3and5α72襯・α∫一ln　the　Tokugawa　era＆strict　distinctio且was　maintained　amQng
　the　four　classes；（1）み％5配Qr5α”臨，厩（warrio士s），（2）ん‘y説螂んσ（peasants），（3）5んo為観物

　（craftsmen），and（4）313ση伽or罐動40　（merchants）．The　latter　two　wer6caIled‘1≧δπ伽

　（townsmen）．

2　　　五α73－often　translated　as　“clan，”　is　aロapPella丘on　for　the五ef　or　t｝1e　local　gover皿一

　men亡ofa伽珈ツσ．
3　　4召翻ッσ一feudal　lord　awarded　by　the　Tokugawa　Shogunate　with　a丘ef　of　more　than

　ten　thousand沌o為％of　rice，together　w王th　the　rights　of　rule　over　the　people　of　the　fiもf，

　ゐo泥麗一as　unit　of　dry　measure　equals180．51itres　or4。96British　bushels；one　為o為％　Qf

　rice　weighs　about150kg．
4　　　ゐα乃癖4一柱anslated　as　“Shogunate，”　is　the　o頒ce　or　rule　of　a　Sh6gun（1iterally；　a

　commander・in・chief）．　Since　l603，亡he　successive　heads　of　dle　Tokugawa　fam三1）アwere

　段PPo1nted　as　Sh6gun（46声‘∫o　rulers　of　the　couPtry〉by　the　Emperor　who　held　a　mere

　ceremonial　title　as　soveぼbign　of　the　state．
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commodities　which　ha（l　two　centres，Yedo（today’s　Tokyo）in　the　east

and　Osaka　in　the　west，’both　situated　in　the　territory　under　the　direct

rule　of　the　Shogunate，which　extended　to　almost　a　quarter　of　the　total

land－space　of　Japan。The　castle－town　diglli五ed　by　each磁加‘yσ7s　fortress

was　a　political，economic，and　cultural　centre　of　the　above　small　state

（伽）㎝d』functi・nedasaj・intc・nnectingtherespectivepr・vincet・
the　national　centre。Through　these　chamels　were　mainta圭ned　the　centre・

province　economic　alld　cultural　excbange　which　helped　to　mitigate　an

unfavourable　gap　which　might　develop　between　the　centre　and　countryside’

in　cultural　and　living　sta』ndards．　National　consciousness，which　had　been

nurtured　along　this　inclination　towards　national　unity，was　ideologically

strengthened　by　the量ntroduct圭on　of　a　school　of　Chinese　political　philo－

sophy　known　as　Confucianism　w1ユich　enjoyed　full　currency　in　this

country　during　the　Tokugawa　period．■

　　　In　the　Tokugawa　era，the　teachings　of　Collfucianism　were　the吻8

g瓢720πin　the　curriculum　of　the　Japanese　people　and　were　consolidated

into　an　authentic　ground　of　political　ideas　among　the　ruling　class，and

an　ethica1（not　religious）no㎜for　daily　life　among　the　commoners．
↑he　Japanese　nation　was　thus　profoundly　il1Huenced　and　almost　remoulded

by　Confuciαnism．Indeed，it　might　be　safely　said　that（i）the　scholastic

brain　of　the　Japanese　was　cultivated　by　Confucianism　to　such　a　degree

that　it　could　accept　the、scienti丘c　knowledge　and　techniques・of　theWest

with　cQm』parative　ease　l（ii）the　idea　of　self。Qbliteration　in　the　cause　Qf

a　greater　purpose　was　made　the　national　virtue，and（iii）the　state－theory

infused　with　the　Collfucian　ideas　was　an　organic　theory　of　state－where

sovereign　was　likened　to　Soul　and　people　to　Body－and　the　ultimate

purpose　of　the　govemment　rested　on　construction　of　an　afHuent　and

strong　moral　state，

　　　This　theory，combined　with（ii）above，helped　consolidate　a　particular

national　consciousness　which　took　it　as　granted　for　an　individual　wilHngly

to　surrender　himself　for　the　realization　of　the　ideals　of　such　a　State．

　（3）　It　has　been　a　long　tradition　among　the　Japanese　to　weigh　the

“ゼ6”家（house　or　house－community）far　more　heavily　than　each　indi－

vidua1，2and　this　national　trait　was　again　so1量dified　under　the　influence

of　Confucianism　during　the　Tokugawa　period．The“ぎ8”could　not　be

a　mere　assembly　of　family－members　l　it　was　a　thing，五n　the　minds　of

■　　Y。Rorie，“The　Confucian　Co且cept　of　State　in　Tokugawa　Japan，”斑yσ診oひη加θr5琵：y

　Eごoπo那∫‘R8切θ乞σ，VoL　XXXII，No．2（1962）。

2　　Y・Horie…　The　Life　Structure　of　the　Japanese　People　in　Its　Historical　Aspects，”及yo孟o

　Uπ加θ7写露ヒy　E‘oπo”3f6R8擁8ω，VoL　XXI，No．1（1951）。
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the　Jαpanese　peoPle，bestowed　with　a　distinct　subjectivity－a　substance

which　needs　to　be　extended　from　olle’s　ancestors　to　his　descendants，

They　knew　very　well　that　there　could　be　no“∫ε”without　parents　and

children，husbands　and　wives，and　other　cQnstituents　of　it．　But　they

thought　that　the　“掬”　stood　above　the　individuals　constituting　it　and，

while　embracing　the　individual　constituents，ruled　over　them－the“f8”

grasped　in　such　a　manner　could　not　but　claim　the　primary7漉50π4窃，・8．

In　other　words，individuals　were　combined　or　synthesized　into　“琵，”

asked　to　commit　to　full　integrity　and　uncond三tional　obediellce　to　it，and

forced　to　s＆cri五ce　themselves，if　occasion　necessit＆tes　it，for　the　perpetua－

tion　and　prosperity　of　the　“乞ε”　itsel五　　Moreover，blood－relations　alone

were　not　the　constituents　of　the“∫6”3non－kinsfolk　such　as　retainers，in

the　case　of　the3礁観プ漉family，and　employees，in　the　case　of　a　com、

mercial　house，were　likewise　embraced　in　the　house．community，

　　　The　material．basis　for　the　perpetuation　and　prosperity　of　the　house－

community　was　a鉦orded　by　family・business　and　fam重ly－assets．In　the

commercial　houses，in　particular，the　prosperity　of　the　family・business

w＆s　the　utmost　concern　of　their　members，and　this　loyalty　to　the　house－

community　su£［ered　no　pain　in　being　exalted，by　dint　of　Confucian

state－theory，into　a　nation－wide　aspiration　for　national　economic　prosperity．

In　the　logic　of　Confuciallism　a　State　was　nothing　else　but　an“げ8”

enhanced　toαnational　scale．

　　　The　idea　of　the　“house－commullity”among　the　Japanese　peoPle，

therefore，had　an　uninterrupted　lineage　in　the　nationεし1　consciousness．

So　much　importance　did　the‘‘∫6”hαve　in　the　Japanese　tradition．

II．THE　ROLE　OF　THE　GOVERNMENT　IN　ECONOMIC
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　MODERNIZATION

1．　Tん8ハ流‘拡％プε　oゾ9渉hθハ4セ｛ノづR65∫oπz廊oπ

　　　A　brief　explanation　on　the　nature　of　the　Meiji　Restoration　should

formαn　introductory　part　of　any　description　of　the　role　of　the　govem．

ment　in　Japan》s　economic　modemization．

　　　The　Meiji　Restoration　was　not　a　mere　shift　of　political　power　from

one　group　to　another，nor　a　simple　bourgeois　revolution－a　revolution

the　leadership　of　which　was　tαkell　by　the　bourgeoisie　for　the呈r　owll

sake－nor　an　absolutist　revolution－a　revolution　for　founding　an　absolute

monarcぬy．It　involved　wide－mnging　reform－political　ill　nature　at　the

very　outset　but　extending　far　and　wide　in　the　economic　as　well　as　the
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social rields-directed towards the building of a modern State standing 

abreast with the advanced European and American states, through a 
full-fledged modernization that was, in essence, Westernization. 

The reform movement was animated by two slogans : "Restoratton 

of Sovereignty into the Emperor's Hands " (Osei Fuk･ko EE~~~~~7~i) and 

"All-out Rejuvenation (of every system and institution including the 

people's outlook and philosophy) " (Shosei Isshin ~~~~~C-~~). They may look 

contradictory to each other but, in truth, they were twins, the former 

serving, in a way, as a tool in realizing the latter. The Emperor's 

status or authority was so important in this country. The Shogunate-rule 

~w~~hich was ushered in at the end 0L the 12th century l~sted for about 

700 years until it was nullified with the expiration of the Tokugawa 

period and, in the meanwhile, the Emperors were substantially isolated 

from the seat of power. Nevertheless, the Shoguns were commissioned 

to sovereignty in the name of the Emperors, and the power in their 
hands was due to their authorization. In other words, even during 
those 7 centuries, the Emperors continued to assume the dignified position 

of the patriarchs of the big "ie " that was Japan, if not that of her 

sovereigns. 

The first and the most important job to be undertaken in the 
course of the Meiji Restoration was to overthrow the bakufu, and this task 

was to be fulfilled only to the tune of "Restoration of Sovereiguty into 

the Emperor's Hands." And it was expected that "All-out Rejuvenation" 

could succeed only in the name of Direct Imperial Rule. 

As mentioned above, those who formed the nucleus of the Restora-

tion movement and who personally administered political affairs after 

establishing the new government hailed, by and large, from the ex-samurai 

class, particularly from amongst its lower echelon. The leadership of 

the country remained in the hands of the self-same class, before and 

after the Restoration. Speaking in reverse, the Meiji Restoration did 

not stand for change of ruling class. For what reason, then, had an 

overall reformation extending from tlle politico-economic to the socio-

cultural field to be called in as the order of the day ? Its reasons might 

be sought partly in the domestic situation and partly in the external 

afL~irs of those days. 

The domestic situation to begin with. As always in traditional 
societies, agriculture stood as a principal source of income, or the back-

bone of the national economy. Simultaneously, money-economy had been 

developing hand in hand with widening commercial activities. In spite of 

and ignoting such trends in the economic phase of the country, the bakufu 
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was　obstinate　in　safeguarding　the　feudalistic　pohtical　framework　alld

class－system，the　superstructure　of　tlle　economic　groulldwork　based　on

agricult皿al　production．　The　financial　measures　adopted　by　theゐ読％プ初，

for　example，sought　the　bulk　of　its　revenue　ill　t弓rms　of　the　obsolete

land－tax　which　had　to　be　pai（i，　as　a　rule，　in　kind．　Stipends　to　the

鋤π％フ痂took　the　form　of　rice，and　other　heads　of　expenditure　were

defrayed　fronl　the　proceeds　of　tax－rice．　H4箆一βnallce　showed　no　di狂erence

from　that　of　the6誠ψ．　No　wollder　such　meas皿es　could　not　but

provoke　a　major　contradiction　in　the　face　of　developing　money・一economy

and　betrayed　the　people’s　urge　for　improved　living－standards　through

cash　transactions．More　concretely　speaking，the丘nances　both　of乃説碗

and　h伽and　the　household　economy　of　the　peasants　on　which　the

former　depended　could　no　longer　meet　the　general　tren（玉s　of　commodity－

price　increase，　a　natural　tendency　accompanying　the　development　of

money－economy、Bα肋吻and　h41z五nances　deteriorated　year　after　year，

resulting　in　an　increasing　Poverty　among　5σ”zz〃ρζτゼ，　and　the　livelihood

of　the　peasants　became　relatively　more　di伍cult．The　situation　developed

from　bad　to　worse　until　it　culminated　in＆crisis　of　the　feudalistic

organization　of　govemment．The肱乃z卿，together　with　hα，2，exhausted

ways　and　means　to　overcome　this　crisis，but　they　were　destined　to　fail

as　the　authorities　had　not　the　least　illtention　of　meddling　with　the

centuries・01d　feudalistic　fralnework　of　control　and　administration．The

basic　strategy　for　conquering　the　crisis　lay　in　an　overall　reform＆tion　of

the　ex玉sting　political　structure，and　the　torch－bearers　of　such　a　reformation

spontaneously　sprang　up　from　amongst　the　lower　echelon　of鋤％7漉

who　were　mete（10ut　with　the　worst　economic　amenities．

　　　The　Meiji　Restoration　was，thus，almost　a　logical　sequence　of　the

h呈storical　development　in　this　country　but，as　always，it　had　to　lhave　a

timely　stimulant　and　be　given　an　opPortunity　to　expIode．　Frequent

arrivals　of　men－of・war　and　merchantmen　fly・ing　the　Hags　of　Westem

powers　since　the　tum　of　the19th　century　offered　such　a　chance，　The

request　by　Commodore　Perry　in1853for　opening　Japan　to　internationa正

trade　and　navigation　added　fuel　to　the　smouldering丘re　of　the　reformation

movement　at　home．Contacts　with　the　Westem　powers　through　the
unwelcome　visits　of　their　vessels　served　as　an　eye－opener　for　the　Reforma－

tion　movement　which　might　have　otherwise　been、groping　in　darkness。

It　was　the　realization　by　the　Japanese　people　of　the　might　and　resource－

fulness　of　the　Westempowers　and，evenmoresigni丘callt，oftheir　reasQns

and　origins．From　this　realization　came　the　objectives　of　the　Meili

Restoration　as　discussed　at　the　beginning　of　this　chapteL
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Additlonal reference needs to be made here to anotl･_er slogan of 

the Reformation movement : "Expel the Barbarians" (Jo~i t--~~i~~{~)･ Having 

been confined behind a closed door for over two centuries and firmly 

indoctrinated as to the divinity of their own country, the Japanese people 

used to look upon the Westerners as " red-haired barbarians." To an 

overwhelming number of the then Japanese, including intellectuals, 

association with " barbarians ': meant something akin to " pollution." 

Colnmodore Perry's high-handed request to Japan for opening her door 

to the world provoked anti-' barbarian ' fever in the country involving 

not a few unhappy accidents. The cry of " Expel the Barbarians," 
however, soon lost its verbal meaning and it came to be utilized as a 

pretext for overthrowing the bakufu. It proved to be a ferocious weapon 

in the hands of the Reformation leaders in persecuting the bakufu for 

meanly opening the country under Perry's threat and also in securing 

the emotional backing of the mass to the Reformation movement. 

No sooner had the reform-leaders established a new government 

than they positively acceded to the ba/.･ufu's policy of opening Japan to 

the world and, instead of the pre-Reformation slogan : " Expel the 

Barbarians," introduced a new catchword : " Civilization and Enlighten-

ment" (Bunmei Kaika ~~~~ ~~4~), meaning that Japanese cultural standards 

and technical levels should be raised to those of the Western powers. 

Contradictory though it may sound to " Expel the Barbarians," they 
were, in fact, two sides of the same coin or, in my mind, the former 

was a meaningful metamorphosis of the latter. That is to say, the 
attainment of the capacity of dealing with the Western powers on an 

equal footing was sought as a proper answer to the expulsion of the 

barbarians. Great was the new government's appetite for modern 
institutions, knowledge and learning of the Western countries, and shrewd 

was its selective adoption from each and every country on the basis of 

sheer merit.1 Japanese nationalism was sound and indefatigable in this 

respect also. 

2. Liberalization Policy 
Through the Meiji Restoration the Shogun was first degraded to 

the rank of an ordinary daimyo and, Iater, was ousted once and for 

ever together witll the other dail?ryo-both big and small-in 1871. 

This meant a total abolition of han-small states by themse,lves-and 
the establishment of unified rule by a central gov~rnment. Virtually no 

blood was shed in the process of this nation-wide dismemberment and 

l Edwin O. Reischauer. Japan, Past and Pl~sent, New York, Knopf, 1952. 
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uni丘cation．The　new　govemment　continued　to　pay　stipends　to　the

5α”zz〃u∫and4‘z初3ツδup　to1876，but，prior　to　its　suspension，the5α彫z6丁漉

were　given，in1871，the　freedom　to　select　ally　profession　and，in1874，

those　who　were　positively　enterillg．into　agriculture，industry　and　com－

merce　for　gainful　employment，rather　than　depending　on　stipends　payable

for　an　inde五nite　period，were　provided　with　c欲pitalized　pension　bonds

（oゐ髭5z‘，・oゑz6花δ5α彦秩乗際公債）Plus　cash　grants　for　the　in玉tiation　of　business

（011the　conditioll　that　they　would　give　up　their　rights　to　their　stipends〉。

All　the5αフ衡プ厩一including　the　ex・44伽ッδ一were　given　hereditary　pensioll

bonds（庖卿℃花％妨5漉金蘇公債）in1876，according　to　a　basic　scale　of
F
s
t
i
p

ends　and　fiefs．The　stipend　system　was　suspended　ollce　for　all　at

this　time．

　　　In　the　meanwhile，the　peasants　who　had　not　been　allowed，as　a

rule，to　engage　in　any　other　profession　excepting　farming　under　the

Tokugawa　r6gime　were　made　free，since1872，to　enter　into　any　kind

of　job，and，in　that　connexion，　restrictions　on　the　killds　of　crops　they

produced　were　taken　away　and　they　could　make　free　d玉sposal　of　their

own　lands．　Far　more　signi五cant，however，was　t五e　revision　of　the

land・tax　law　which　was　promulgated　in　1873，and　fully　effected　after

6－7years　of　heavy　government　expenditure，It　meant　a　radical　change

of　the　obsolete，p量ecemeal　land・tax　law圭nto　a　modem，universal　one

under　which　urban　real　properties　were　also　made　taxable　objects　on　a

nation－wide　scale，Speaking　of　the　farmland，the　harvest－tax　paid　in　kind

was　amended　to　a　revenue－tax，payable　in　cash．In　this　way，while

farm－mαnagement　was　made亡o　cope　with　money　economy・，farmers’

relationships　with　their　lands，which　had　been　left　in　ambiguity　for

centuries，came　to、be　established　in　accordance　with　the　right　of　private

ownership．

　　　At　the　same　time，the肋う％一n4加解4株仲問一〇rganizations　endowed

with　various　monopolistic　privileges，having　much　in　common　with　guilds

in　mediαeval　Europe7which　had　been　organized　profession－wise　among

the　tradesmen　and　craftsmen　in　the　cities　and　had　prospered　mder　the

patronage　of　theわ漉蜘and　hαn，were　deprived　of　their　chartered　rights

soon　after　the　Restoration．

　　　The　above　measures　were　adopted　with　the　sole　purpose　of　eman－

cipating　the　Japanese　peoPle　from．the　shackles　of　the　feudalistic　class－

system　and，thereby，of　instigating　them　for　unrestrained　economic

activities　according　to　their　natural　gifts，The　abolition　of　the　stipend－

system，in　particular，was　unmistakably　aimed　at　the　transformation　of

5αg7襯プ漉from　a‘1eisure　class7（Veblen）to　a‘productive　classシ三三n　this
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respect，the　granting　of　the　capitalized　pension　bonds　alld　hereditary

pensioll　bonds　to　the鋤肱7厩had　the　justi丘able　aim　of　providing　them

with　capital　required　for　their　initiation　in　new　jobs．　Though　there

was　no　speci五c　mention　of　the　abolitioll　of　the　class－systemαmong　the

“Overall　Rejuvenation”　advocated　by　the　new　Meiji　govemmellt，the

former　proved　to　be　the　most　effective　lever　for　Japan’s　economic

modemization　in　the　governmenゼs　economic　liberalization　policies．The

govemmellt　looked　forward　to　commercial　and　industrial　development　in

the　country　through　the　liberalizatioll　of　economic　activities　among　the

p酵ople．The　industrialism　of　the　Meiji　era　as　against　the　agriculturism

of　the　Tokugaw＆era，or　the　shift　of　the　economic　basis　of　the　countW

from　agriculture　to　industry，was　a　deliberately　planned　policy　of　the

new　governlnent，

　　　　Why，then，had　the　economic　liberation　policy　to　be　adopted？It

was　the　natural　outcome　of　the　Meiji　Ieaders’argument　that　the　resource－

fulness　of　Westem　countries　was　due　to　their　prosperity　in　commerce

and　industry，which　again　depended　on　the　lσ乞∬6z廊∫7一θeconomies　there．

Yet　the　success　of　the　ecollomic　Iiberalization　policy　in　Japan　was

guarallteed　by　the　fact　tha．t　the　commerce　and　industry　of　this　country

hadαttained　such　a　stage　of　development　as　to　catch　up　with　the

govemment　liberaliz3tion　policies。What　needs　to　be　emphasized　here

is　that　economic　liberalization　was　not　the　ultimategoal　by　itself，What

the　govemment　intended　to　adopt　was　neither　a　l諮56z一卿加economy　on

the　footing　of　modem　indiv量dualism　nor　so－called‘capitalism．’Japanese

people　had　in　those　days　no　idea　at　all　about　the　economic　system　now

termed　by　economists　as“capitalistic”nor　even　the　word“capitalism，”

Their　attention　was　entirely　absorbed　by　the　phase　of　economic　prosperity

in　the　advanced　countries　based　on　free　economic　enterprise．　The　eco－

nomic　libe英alization　policy　was　taken　up，therefore，as　a　tool　for　the

maintenance　of　the　politico－economic　independence　of　the　country　for　the

realization　of　quick　capita1・accumulation　and　completion　of　national

defence，in　order　to　stand　equally　among　the　advanced　comtries　in　the

West．It　was　the　traditional　nationalism　that　urged　the　govemment　to

adopt　the　liberalization　policy．　This　will　be　shown　more　clearly　in　the

protectionist　measures　resorted　to　by　the　new　govemment．

3．　Pプoオ6‘面o毎5孟ハ4θ‘z5％フ・85

　　　　To　meet　the　urgent　p皿pose　of　national　economic　modernization，

the　govemment　took　positive　measures　in　every　possible　direction．They

might　be　studied　mder　a　few　conventional　headings　as　under。
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1．　Encouragement　of　Joint－Stock　Companies

　　　　Jap＆nese　nlerchants　were　encouraged　　to　　incorporate　　joint・stock

companies　to　strengthen　their　capital　position，after　the　example　of　the

Wes亡．The　govemment　p血ted　readable　pamphlets　explaining　the　legal

steps　called　for　in　the　establishment　of　joint－stock　companies　and　freely

distributed　them　among　the　merchants。Big　trading　families　reputated

for　able　management　were　persuaded　by　the　authorities　to　incorporate

joint－stock　companies　in　trade，exchange　and　ballking，marine　and　Iand

transportat圭on，etc．The　govemment，s　eagemess　to　see　successful　opera－

tion　of　these　companies　was　demonstrated　by　its　participation　in　their

capital－formation　and　its　provision　of　certain　licellces　and　privileges　with

them．The　government　decision　was　induellced　by　its　ludgment＆s　to

the　importance　of　the　enterprises　above－mentioned　to　be　raised　and　the

intention　to　brush　them　up　as　so　many　models　of　the　compαny　form　of

enterprise　for　others　to　follow。

2．Introduction　of　New　Knowledge　and　Techniques　froエn　Abroad

　　　　The　modem　techniques　of　the　West　were　not　totally　unknown　in

Japan　even　before　the　Restorαtion　as　theみ4ゐz卿and　the　hαπwere1｛een

to　import　them　for　their　limited　purposes　alld　to　their　immediate　advan－

tages．Scienti五c　kllowledge　was　also　acquired　by　a　small　group　of　people

in　those　days．Under　the　new　governmellt，scienti五c　knQwledge　and

modern　techniques　began　to　be　imported，　under　the　slogan　of，“Civili－

zation　and　Enlightenment，”　in　more　aggressive　and　systematic　ways．

Invitation　of　foreign　experts　and　teachers　to　Japa11，sendillg　of　students

and　traineesαbroad，building　of　schools　and　colleges，etc．，were　the

principal　means　for　acquiring　advanced　foreign　knowledge．As　for　the

modem　industrial　techniques，the　government　established　many　model．

plants　equipped　with　advanced　foreign　machinery　and　operated　on　the

foreign　pattern．1　They　were　very　valuable，indeed，for　the　purpose　of

demonstrating　modem　production　techniques　to　the　general　public，on

the　one　hand，and　for　training　local　technicians　and　workmen　on　the

other．　The　govemment’s　mode1－plants　were　established　not　only王11the

sectoエ　of　the　manufacturing　industries　but　also　in　the　lnining　and　the

agriculture－1ivestocldn（lustries．　In　contrast　to　the　brilliant　success　achieved

towards　these　ends　in　the　manufacturing　induもtries，agriculture　and

ユ　　Thomas　C。Slnith，PoZ漉‘αZ　Chαηg8αη4動4螂君ノ・観P㈹βZo卿z8π痘アz　J砂瑚’Goη87π・

　　？738漉Eπ≠6ゆ，廊8ヱ868一ヱ880，Stan｛ord，Ca1三f・，Stanfo垣University　Press，1955・Y．Horie，

　　“Govemment　Industries　in　the　Early　Years　of　the　Me三ji　Era，”梅σめU，2動β7額砂

　　E‘oπo，雇‘R8η餓σ，VoL　XIV，No．1（1939）．
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an量ma1．husbandry　exper三ments　were　not　rewarding　enough。

3．Govemment　Investment　and　Financial　Measures
　　　　In　fostering　Private　enterprises　venturing　into　modern　industriesン

the　government　spared　no　backing　through　the　provision　of　subsidies，

丘nancing　　mεしchinery　imports，　profit．guarantee，　etc。　　In　such　fields，

where　the　initial　r五sks　were　too　great，or　where　the　private　capital

investments　could　not　soon　be　looked　for，the　govemment　did　not

hesitate　to　enter　by　itself、Railways，posts　and　telegraphs，highways　and

port　facilities　belonged　to　these　kinds．　Besides　these　“social　overhead

investments，，’the　govemment　was　very　eager　in　educational　investment．

All　over　the　country，a　good　number　of　primary　schools　were　built　to

prepare　the　younger　generation　for　higher　education　in　middle　schools，

colleges　and　universities，and　normal　schools　were　opened　to　tum　out　a

corresponding　force　of　teachers．This　was　effected　under　a　rather　ambi・

tious　plan　to　raise　the　national　Ievel　of　e（iucation　within　the　shortest

possible　span　of　time．■

　　　　It　is　often　remarked　that“Japanese　capitalism　was　bred　and　brought

up　by　the　govemment。”　These　are　apt　remarks　particularly　ill　the

context　of　the　Meiji　govemment’s　elaborate　protectionist　measures　and，

ill　fact，they　were　as　effective．This　is　not　to　deny　that　a　few“privileged

merchants”were　given　a　chance　to　exert　their　influence　under　the　cover

of　govemment　protection．Be　that　as　it　may，a　few　words　must　be

added　here　about　the　relationships　between　these　protectionist　measures

and　the　aforementioned　economic　liberalization　policy．　At　a　glance，

these　two　do　not　seem　to　go　hand　in　hand三and　yet　they　did．　For

the　national　economic　develppment，1iberalization　was　the　order　of　the

day　and　protectionist　measures　were　indispensable　to　allow　the　nascent

industries　at　home　to　acquire　enough　competitive　power　against　foreign

enterprises．　Tariff－barriers　might　have　been　raised　agaillst　the　invading

foreign　products　if　Japan　had　hαd　tari鉦autonomy，Even　if　she　had　had

it，Japanese　trade　and　industry　in　those　days　were　too　backward　to　be　fully

protected　behind　a　tarif壬一wall　alone。　Thus，all　the　direct　protectionist

measures　taken　by　the　govemmellt　were　to　serve　for　the　econollnic

liberaHzation．
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　　ヱ960，Tokyo，照nokuniya　Bookstore，1963，pp．124－131．
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I11. ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

In response to these government policies, many entrepreneurs came 

forward in various flelds. J. Schumpeter saysl that entrepreneurs belong 

to a category different from that of ordinary capitalists or business-

managers, for their profiteering activities mean less for raising their 

personal living-standards and more for building up their own kingdoms. 

He also distinguishe~ ' creative response to change ' as a characteristic 

feature of entrepreneurship. There might be countless changes, such as 

inventions of new techniques and environmental changes ; to "respol}d " 

to them "creatively" would mean to get hold of these changes as golden 

opportunities for wise investment. Entrepreneurship, then, ought to 

depend upon each individual's personal quality and his sense as an 
iudividual, and has no direct relationships with social class to which he 

belonged. Emergence of entrepreneurship has a serious bearing on the 

economic advancement-the industrial revolution which took place in 

England, for instance, can be taken as an epoch-making phenomenon 
due to a wholesale emergence of ' entrepreneurs ' in her economy as a 

whole. 

The early years of Meiji were full of such "changes" : Japan's entry 

into international trade, accompanied by a torrential inflow of modern 

industrial techniques which needed to be organized under a foreign 
pattern of business management ; the demolition of the feudalistic class-

system immediately followed by professional freedom or economic liberali-

zation ; the shift of the basis of the national economy from agriculturism 

to industrialism and a corresponding change of the value-system from 

social status-bound to economic power-oriented. The old concept of 
chonin was replaced by the bright vision of jitsugy(~ika ~~~~~~~= (literally, 

gentlemen 0L business) as the social climate changed from that of 

toleratmg " townsmen " at the bottom of the social scale to that 
enlivened by " businessmen." Atmospheric change in this drrection 
levelled the path for the emergence of entrepreneurs in good numbers 

in this country.2 

Entrepreneurs hailed from varied origins. Merchants assumed, at 

J. Schumpeter, " The Creative Response in Economic History," in J. T. Lambie & 

R. V. Clemence eds., Economic Change in Alnel'ica~ Harrisburg, Pa., Stackpole Company, 

1954, pp. 9-17. 

2 J. Hirschmeier, The Oligins of Entrepreneurship in Metji Japan, Cambridge, 
Harvard University Press, 1964. Y. Horie, "Modern Entrepreneurship in Meiji Japan." 

in W. W. Lockwood eds., The State and Econ0'I~ic Enterplise in Modern Japan, 

Princeton, Princeton Univetsity Press, 1965, pp. 183-203. 
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the　beginning，a　conservative　attitude　and　were　gellerally　shy　to　the

things　new，but　were　gradually　induced　to　invest　in　modem　illdustries

with　their　capita1－many　years’accumulation　of　their　commercial　pro五ts．

Anまncreasing　number　of　middle－and　upper－class　farmers－1andlords　in

particular－came　to　be　interested　in　modem　silk－spimling　and　related

industries。In　this　comexion，the　fate　of　the　rich　merchants　and　wealthy

farmers　in　the　local　castle．towns　attracts　our　attention．　Under　the

Tokugawa　r6gime，their　existence　as　so　many丘nallciers　to4α加ッδwas

really　signi丘cant　and，in　co－operation　to　the　local　industrial　development

plan　sponsored　by　manyぬ加ッσfor　the　maintenance　of　their　h砺一五nance，

they　acted　simultaneously　as　advisers　in　drafting　the　programme，financiers

for　its　execution，and　licensedのbrokers　of　the　pro（lucts　as　the　fruits　of

such　programmes．After　the　removal　of　the　hα7z　and　the　disappearance

of　the4α珈lyσ，they　found　themselves　ill　a　position　to　promote　local

industries　on　their　olwn　initiative．

　　　　While　tracing　the　origin　of　Meiji　entrepreneurs，ex－5α伽禰，who

represented　some6per　cellt　of　the　total　population　in　those　days，deserve

a　special　mention。By　and　Iarge，5¢フ7z％7・漉under　the　Tokugawa　r6gime

were　in　poverty。Poverty　engendered　inertia　among　many　of　them．A

portion　of　them，however，was　full　of　spirit，Forming．the　nucleus　of

the　Reformation　movement，they　started　on　brilliant　careers　as　so　mαny

leaders　in　political，educationa1，and　other丘elds　under　the　new　r6gime．

The　business　world　also　accommodated　many　of　them　as　entrepreneurs，

each　with　excellent　leadership．As　a　criticα1reason　for　the　emergence

of　many　leaders　in　every　walk　of　Iife　from　amongst　the5α形％7・漉who

constituted　the　ex・ruling　class，the　author　wishes　to　point　out　the　fact

that，in　them，“Wealth　and　Honour”had　not　coexisted．This　stood　ill

a　sharp　contrast　to　the　conditions　of　the　mandarins（Chinese　o伍cialdom）

of　those　days．It　is　well　known　that　the　open　competitive　examination

system（K‘o‘ん廊科暴）had　long　been　installed　in　China　to　recruit．able

persons，irrespective　of　their　social　standing，to　the　of五cial　establishment．

Successful　examinees　could　establish　themselves　as　mandarins　and　were

given　landed　property　which　was　to　be　enhanced　on　promotion。　They

were　also　given　many　chances　of　receiving　bribes．With　them，wealth

was　wedded　to　honour．Conservatism，rather　than　progressivism，and

an　easy・going　manner　rather　than　self－discipline，was　what　they　were

tempted　tQ　fall　into，　The5σ解％プα∫一the　type　of　o伍cialdom　which　existed

in　Japan　uhder　the　Tokugαwa　r6gime－1ived　on　stipends　whgse　scale

had　been　predestined　by　family　rank　and，though　not　completely　free

from　bribery，were　generally　clean　and　honest・Economically　the5α郷郷4∫
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was　alwαys　inferiQr　tq　the‘んσ7励，Thus，・there　was　llo　happy　combina．

tion　between　the　wealth　alld　honour．　The5α”観ブ漉，espqciaIly　of　the

lower　ranks，therefore，had　Ieast　reasQn　to　hesitate　in　breaking詫he

existing　social　framework．Deeply　imbued　with61露参consciousness　in　spite

of　their　econon1圭c　discomforts，it　was　no　wonder　that　these5‘z”3％プ‘z乞and

theiLsons　emerged　to　assume　leading　roles　in　newly－created丘elds　of

activities　after　the　Meiji　Restoration，Though　they　were　deprived　of

social　status　as5伽z％名痂，they　acquired　government　bonds　insteαd，which

provided　starting・funds　with　which　they　might　enter　commerc玉al　and

industrialventures（9・vemmentb・ndsc・ulσbestandasc・llateralsf・r

bank－10ans）．The　Meiji　govemment　should　be　commended　for　its　success

in　metamorphosing　the5α77z2〃痂into　productive　elements　in　new　Japan，

as　many　entreprene皿s　came　from　amongst　the　recipients　of　the　pension

bonds　issued　in　lieu　of54フ，zz67・‘万stipends．

　　　・Generally　speaking，・the　pioneering　entrepreneurs　had．been　given，in

their　boyhood，irrespective　of　their　origins，、education　at　or　above　the

common　Ievehn　the　country．Those　coming　from　the5αフπ蹴αズ，class

which　wαs　looked　up　to　asα‘cultured－class’rαther　than＆‘military－class’

一at　least　the34“瑠協づtook　themselves　as　such－had　spent　not　a　few

years　of　their　youth　in　government　colleges　and　schools　（the　みα為z吻

＆nd　most　of　hα，z　had　been　running　educational　institutions）or　in　private

schools　reading　the　classics，and　they　were　steeped　in’Confucianism　and

the　sciences　of　the　West．We　can　also　ascertain　fエom　their　biographies

that，entrepreneurs　coming　from　c6mmoners　also　had　obtained　education

based　on　Confucianism　in　the　private　schools　under　one・or　several

teachers　and　masters、As　previously　mentioned，・Confucianism　worked

as　a．decisive　cultural　moulder　of　the　Japanese　people　in　the　Tokugawa

era　and　its　inHuences　were　stronglyfeltintheMeijiperiod，too．Westem

leaming　and　thought　streaming　into　this　country　since，the　end・of・the

み罐卿r6gime　could　not　wash＆way　the　philosophical　groundvケprk　of　the

Japanese　people　and　complete1夕change　their‘Weltanschauung㍉the
formGr　rather　served　to　develop　the　la亡ter．Pioneeτing　entrepreneurs，

indeed，deemed　it・their　honourable　mission　to　toil　themselves　forl　perfec－

tion　of．the　Confucian：Kingdom　of　Wealth　and　Might　and　assumedl　the

helm　of　their　enterprises　with　a　belief　mixed　with　more　or　less・pride

that　they　were　simultaneously　working　for　the　publicαnd、national　ends，

The　pattem　of　their　character　was，therefore，aptly　defined　as“Man　of

Japanese　Spirit　and　Westem　Leaming”（研励07z　yσ鰯和魂洋才）。

　　　It　is　to　be　noticed　that　their　favourite　slogan　“for　the　sake　of　the

coulltry，”though　we　camot　receive　it　at　its　face－value，was　accepted
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with little doubt by the general public of those days. 

Professor G. Ranis of Yale University, in his thesis : " The Com-

munity-Centred Entrepreneur in Japanese Development,"I puts a group 
of 'community-centred' entrepreneurs in between the bureaucrats (carica-

tured by him as so many living stamping-machines) at one extreme, 
and Schumpeterian entrepreneurs, whom he calls ' auto-centred ' entre-

preneurs, at the other extreme. According to Professor Ranis, ' auto-

centred' entrepreneurs represent the type of businessmen who seek to 

accumulate wealth and build up power for themselves as a goal, while 

' community-centred ' entrepreneurs represent a group of businessmen 

who direct their efforts towards the creation of wealth and power on 

behalf of their community. Unconsciously, however, both accumulate 
wealth and power, the former on behalf of his community and the latter, 

for him~elf, as by-products. Professor Ranis concludes that the ' com-

munity-centred' entrepreneurs played a role so significant in Japanese 

development. The bommunity as defined by Professor Ranis shall be 
our theme in the next chapter. 

IV. MODERN ENTERPRISE AND THE " IE " (House-Community) 

The word " community " may be interpreted in many senses. It 
stands equally well for the State, or for local society, town and village. 

Here, we shall confine its implication to the " ie " (house or house-

community) which was taken up in Chapter I, and the role played by 

it in developing modern enterprise in Japan will be studied.2 

The company form of enterprise, whose development the government 

had strenuously encouraged, permeated this country within a short 
span of time, though it is not always easy to explain why. However, 

if a joint-stock company, which is the representative form of modern 

enterprise, can be distihguished from other forms of enter~)rise because 

of the following three characteristics, then the Japan~se " ie " had been 

furnished with all of them from the very beginning : ( i ) independence 

of enterprise from individual persons, or permanent impersonification of 

the enterprise as it is ; (ii) joint-stock, and (iii) separation of proprietorship 

from management. A brief explanation to this effect will be made with 

reference to commercial houses. 

The famous Zaibatsu. Mitsui, had as its kernel an ' unlimited part-

l Explorations in Entl'epreneu.rial Histoly, vol. VIII, No. 2 (1955). 

2 Y. Horie, " Nihon no I~eizai I~indaika to le ~ ~;q)~~~~;~:4~{~ ~ ~~- (The Role of the 

' Ie ' in the Economic Modernization of Japan)," Keizai Kenkyz~t, Vol. XVI, No. 2 (1965~-
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nership' of the same name which was, in fact, a kinship-group comprising 

eleven Mitsui families. This kinship-group was set up at the beginning 

of the 18th century, each family maintaining independence by virtue of 

being one of the constituent members of the bigger " Mitsui House." 

The principal Mitsui family-business consisted of the trade in drapery ' 

as well as money-exchange, and heads of eleven families together estab-

lished a business-operational headquarters in 1710 to assume a systematic 

and co-ordinated control bver these two kinds of business-activities among 

the head-ofli~rce and branch-ofiices. The headquarters distributed a portion 

of the business-proceeds among these eleven families, but it was done 

in quite a different manner from that of the dividend on shares or 

stocks held by recipients. The basis of profit-distribution rested on 

family status and such was given in the name of " board-expenses." 

The independence of the family, in truth, meant the independence of 
the househbld. In short, the above family-group and business-operational 

headquarters were essentially meant for the everlasting prosperity of the 

all-in-one Mitsui House. 

On the other hand, the Sumitomo House witll copper-mining and 
refining as its family-business stood as a compact and unitary hody. 

Structurally, it have might lacked in a brake against the head of the 

family becoming dictatorial at times. A strict Family-Constitution (Kaho 

~';~~j~~) which did not allow even the head of the family to ignor6 it 

solemnly stipulated that no important business affairs should be decided 

by the head of the family without consulting his managers. The Sumi-

tomo House was safeguarded against the dictatorial tendency of the 
family-heads under this Constitution. No doubt this was contrived L0r 

the everlasting prosperity of the house. Furthermore, all the Sumitomo 
employees enjoyed treatment ' appropriate to the legitimate members of 

the family. 

Most of the trading or commercial houses, however, were more 
g6nerous than the Mitsui or Sumitomo towards non-kinship in forming 

their family-groups. They generally accommodated non-relatives in the 

groups. The case of the Ono House 'of Ky~to dealing in raw-silk and 

mone~-exchange may be introduced here. The Ono House maintained 
a stable L0rm like a three-faced pyramid-its head-family (honke ~1~;~~~)l 

. bunke and honke-In t~le Tokugawa period, there the bunke system had been estab-
lished without discrimination of social classes, and this was carried over into the Meiji 

era. A bu,nl.'e, given the same family name and some assets by its honke, was estab-

lished ordinarily by a son other than the first son, exceptionally by a son-in-law married 

to a daughter, and rarely by a trustworthy employee. The bunke was expected to help 

its honke when the latter got into diffrculties and to send an heir in case the latter 
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being supported by three branch-families (bun/ee ~t:~~~) below. The head 

of one of these three branch-families was to be replaced in turn for a 

certain length of time by a person who was selected from amongst the 

senior managers. This is another device which aimed at the lasting 

prosperity of the house by admitting excellent non-kinship into the 
family structure. 

While the L0rmation of such kinship-groups represents the human 

side of a deliberate design for everlasting prosperity of "ie," its material 

contents were the family-business and family-assets. The more prosperous 

is the family-business, the bigger grow the family-assets, and vice-versa. 

Merchant-houses of the Tokugawa period knew it very well, and upheld 

their family-business in great reverence. Maintenance of their customers' 

confidence and trust was the fust and last rule 0L their conduct, and 

"the honour of the busmess-house " was all that must be mamtamed 
"Honest business" alone, in their minds, brought prosperity and prosperity 

begot assets. These assets invariably reverted to the family ,and, as a 

rule, remained indivisible. The assets of the business-headquarters of 

the House of Mitsui consisted of such indivisible common stocks built 
by the family as a whole and not the joint-stock~ shared by the eleven 

afflliated families. Succession in a single line in case of the Sumitomo 

House was probably due to their fear of division of its family-business 

and family-assets. 

As is widely known, there was established, during the Tokugawa 

penod a system called "separate house" (bekke ~U~~)･ ' Under ' this system, 

the senior elnployees with long careers of honest service to their master 

were given a sum of money and a part of his clients at their separation 

from the merchant-family ; they made use of the money given to 
start separate business-houses but invariably under the business-title of 

their old master. It really stood for a' fonn of awarding retirement-
allowances to one's dutiful servants, but the established business of their 

master was never divided nor his assets split in pieces. It was rat. her 

intended to enhance the old master's family-group through creation of 

" separate-houses,?' thereby safeguarding the continuous prosperity of the 

" ie " as an entity. In short, the family-business itself was built on 

indivisible family-assets=in a sense, the family-business itself was the 

assets of the family-and it worked in a way similar to the joint-stock 

in the modern corporate enterprise. 

The family-business used to be personally managed by the head of 

lacked a proper successor. In short, the honke'bunke system was a device to prevent the 

extlnctlon of the family Ime and almed at the lastmg prospenty of the " ie." pp. 98-ro3. 
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the family in a smaller unit, but by a manager or a group of managers 

in a bigger concern. Both the Mitsui and Sumitomo houses had some 
half-a-dozen managers, and the day-to-day management of their family-

business was =entrusted to those senior employees. They were selected 

from amon.gst the senior-most employees who had spent many years of 

service in climbing up the steep ladder. from apprenticeship to clerk and 

from clerk to assistant, before reaching the height of managership. In 

post Restoration years, extraordinarily brilliant cl-laracters were someti.mes 

scouted into the established business-houses to assume the post of ,man-

agership but, by and large, this highest attainable post for the employees 

was reserved for those who had been brought up in their master's house, 

under his strict discipline. This practice of allocating rilanagerial duty 

to senior employees, in fact, resulted in the divorcement of the managerial 

function from the ownership 0L the enterprise. Our old custom of 
entrusting the senior managers with the managerial work of the enter-

prise partly , originated from the traditional sense of Lamily-worship which 

could ,not tolerate the family honour to be spoilt by personal L~ult of 

its head. It was also to satisfy the demand to increase managerial 
efiiciency by filling the post with the best brain among the experienced. 

This pattern of modern managerial system was naturally introduced into 

Japanese enterprise, out of a strong urge for the perpetuation of their 

family prosperity. 

Summarizing the above, we may say as L0110ws. The attitude of 
desiring the maintenance of the Lamily would. Iead to conservatism. In 

fact, unexperienced engagement in business-deals, particularly those of a 

speculative nature, was put under a taboo in the Tokugawa era-many 
Family-Constitutions of business-houses literally say so. In such a climate, 

the economy of the country had ~remained dull. With a change o~ 
social conditions, people increasingly came to react to their environments 

constructively and started to look forward for the Lurther prosperity of 

their. families in new fields of business. The Meiji Restoration gave 

such an inipetus. Not all the business-houses turned forward-looking 

overnight-rather, most failed to avail themselves of the change of social 

conditions to extend their family-business ; yet a group of traditional 

Lamilies stepped out under a new guise. The Mitsui and Sumitomo 
houses were only a few typical examples of them. Althougll both 
families adhered to the system of indivisible joint Lamily stock, many 

others. transformed their joint-Lamily-assets into joint-stocks shared by 

their own people. ' 
The " ie " was the object of loyalty even for the Lamily head, and 

~;' 
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needless to say, for the employees. Again, the "ie" was in their minds 

the " public," as against their personal, "private " matters. Moreover 

while the "re " was the first and baslc public mstrtution, there were the 

secondary and wider ones, the state being the highest among others. 

Thus, in the minds of the Japanese people, the idea of "for the sake 

of the ' ie "' could immediately and with comparative ease be enhanced 

to the idea of "for the sake of the country." It was due to the magic-

wand of the traditional Japanese sense of "ie " that the businessmen of 

Meiji era behaved as so many ' community-centred ' entrepreneurs.' 

V. CONCLUSION : SELF-PROPELLED MODERNIZATION 

The role played by the old traditions nurtured during the T l o rugawa 
penod m the process of Japanese modermzation as stalted by the Meiji 

Restoration has been discussed in the preceding chapters. Three elements 

have been argued : ( i ) the old ~lite functioned as a new ~lite afte.r the Meiji 

Restoration as well ; (ii) Japanese nationalism had already been forined 

during the Tokugawa period ; and (iii) Japanese people took the " ie " 

far more seriously than each individual. These three, combinedly, 
smoothened the maintenance and development of ' Ieader-follower rela-

tions' in Japan in political, economic and other fields. This did not 

preclude occasional frictions accompanying individual issues and, in fact, 

bloodshed incidents were not necessarily rare. Among such, the military 

conflicts between the Im~erial forces and the bakufu army on the eve 

of the establisllment of the new Meiji government and the Saig~ Re-

bellion in 1877 may be pointed out as two major cases. Unhappy 
accidents though they were along the course leading to unified rule, 
they were characteristically foreign to today's ' coup d'c'tat ' or ' counter 

coup d'6tat.' For example, Tokugawa Yoshinobu rf~;~-~) [ I~~*'*-= , tlle last 

Shogun ousted by the force of the Restoration, was not made a prisoner 

but simply degraded to the rank of a daimyo entitled to a fief convertible 

to 700,000 koku of rice. The "Liberty and Popular Rights Movement" 
(Jiyi~-Minken- Ulido ~ ~1 ~;~~~~~~) which rose high after the Saigo Re-

bellion had been settled, must be differentiated from a kind of conspiracy 

to overthrow the government.1 
One of the significant efl:ects of the fact that leader-follower relations 

could be maintained and developed without major frictions in Japan was 

that she was enabled to raise the funds required for her economic 

* R. A. Scalapino, De"roc7lacy a'id the Pal'ty Mlove'n.ent in Prewal' Japa'z, Berkeley, 

University of California Piress, 1953, p. 45 ff. 
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modemization　almost　single－handedly．ユSoon　after　the　start　of，the　Meiji

govemment，two　kinds　of　debentures　were　issued　abroad。The　first　was

the9per　cent　loan　of　one　million　pounds　sterling（4．88million　ye11）

Hoated　in1870for　the　purpose　of　constmcthlg　the　Yokohama－Tokyo

and　K6be－Osaka　railroads．The　second，also　floated　in　London　in1873，

was　a　Ioan　of2．4million　pounds　sterlillg（11．71million　yen）at7per

cent　interest　to　help　tlle　govemment　meet　the五nancial　needs　of　pension

commutations．Since　thell　until　the　Sino－Japanese　W訂（1894－1895），no

loall　was　ever　floated量n　the　fQreign　market　and，in　the　meanwhile，the

govemment　completely　redeemed　the　above－mentioned　two　Ioans、The

Meiji　govemment　had　earlier　hQnoured　all　the　debts　to　the　foreign

commercia1五rms　and　banks　which　it　took　over　from　the　former6罐瞬

and　hαηgovemments　at　the　time　of　the　Restoration，within5－6years　of

its　coming　into　being．

　　　　Bu重how　was　the　capital　to　meet　the　requirements　of　economic

modemization　actually　mobilized？　Commercial　houses　had　their　own

family・αssets段nd5α，箆％1痂got　the　hereditary　pensio血bonds　or　capitalized

pension　bonds　in　lieu　of　their　stipends．In　case　of　the　farmers，especially

land．owning　farmers，surplus－pro五t　due　to　them　through　favourable　terms

of　trade　in　marketing　rice　occasioned　by　the　hyper－in且ation　following

the　Saig6Rebellion　was　added　to　their　assets．These　formed　the　source

ofprivateinvestmentinmodemindustries．Aquestionstillremains．
How　was　it　possible　for　the　govemment　to　raise　the　fund　which　was

actually　spent　in　accordance　with　the　above－mentioned　protectionist

policies？　The　answer　is　simple　and　straightforward；The　one　was　its

success　in　obtaining　a　stabilized　land－tax　revenue，　and　the　－other　the

issuance　of　inconvertible　paper－notes。

　　　　As　explained　earlier，the　govemment　came　to　secure　in　its　own

hand　the　land－tax　which　had　been　divided　among　theゐ説蜘and　hα7z　l

moreover，the　land．tax　which　made　up　the　greater　part　of　the　annual

revenue　was　made　free　from　yearly　nuctuations　due　to　weather　conditiQns，I

etc．，because　it　came　to　be　paid　in　cash　and　not　in　kindドThese　benefits

were　brought　about　by　the　radical　changes　made　ill　the　lalld－tax　laΨ

and　they　jointly　assured　the　new　government　of　sound　finances。　Still，

it　was　very　much　short　of　the　expenditure・demand　pressing　hard　on　the

govemment　which　had　so　many　commitments，The　altemative　was　an
issuance　of　inconvertible　paper－notes．By1881，its　aggregate　total　reached

■　　Y。Horie，“Capital　Formation　in　the　Early　Stages　of　Industrialization　hl　Japanン，，

　　ill　Sθooπ4乃惚”1α魔oπαZ　Coア卿r6，κ80プE‘oπo漉‘H魏oフツ∫πA訟・6π・P7。oΨ8π68，Vo1・II・

　　Paris，Moutonμ965，pp，685－700．
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a　level　of143，576，000yen，exceeding　an　aggregate　total　of　th（∫almual

tax．receipts　in　the　co皿esponding　period．　But　for　the20，000，000yen

which　was　diエected　to　the　Saig6Rebellion，the　rest　of　the　amount　was

mostly　spent　in丘nancing　the　current　expenditures　of　the　govemment．

The　source　of　the　govemment　investment　for　the　execution　of　its　pro－

tectionist　policies，such　as　the　granting　of　subsidies　and　financial　assistallce

to　private　enterprises，etc．，came　from　the　land・tax　receipts　plus　the

circulation　of　the　inconvertible　notes，

　　　　In　those　years，　the　trade　balance　of　Japan　was　perennially　in

adversity　and　she　had　no　means　of　checking　a　liberal　outHow　of　specie

abroad．・Issuance　of　inconvertible　notes　valuing　an　enormous　amomt・at

this　juncture　unavoidably　provoked　a　terrible　inflation．　Inflation　no

doubt　stimulated　economic　activities　and　induced　livelier　investment，on　the

one　hand，but　det6riorated　the　govemment£nances　through　commodity・

price1ncrease　and　intensified　the　di伍culties　of　the　people’s　livelihood　on

the　other．The　trade　balance　further　worsened　and　speculative　elements

became　rampant　in’busilless．Thereupo11，the　govemment　had　to　resort

to・de丘nite　measures　to　control　the量nHationary　trend．　One　of　the

government　Ieaders　suggested　the　creation　of　an　inconvertible－note

depreciation　fund　with　borrowings　from　abroad，and　the　establishment

of・a　central　bank　with　a　joillt－capital　shared　by　Japanese　and　foreigners．

At　the　back　of　this　suggestion　was　advice　given　by　a　certaill　foreign

minister　commissioned　to　Japan　at　that　time．The　cabinet，however，

did　not　give　apProval　to　this　suggestion　on　the　grounds　that：　（i）bor－

rowings　from　abroad　might　help　stabilize　the　value　of　the　notes　in　the

currency　but　not　reduce　the　amoullt　of　the　notes，，actually　in　circulation；

（ii）even　though　both　aims　might　be　attained，it　would　not　be　wise　to

depend　on　foreign　help　for　the　cτeation　of　a　note－depreciation　fund．

Matsukata　Masayoshi松方正義，the　then　Finance　Minister，adopted　in

1871the　drast三c　note－redemption　measures　based　on　a　hyper・balancing

of　revenue　and　expenditure，a　measure　which　overca卑e　the　in且ation

within2－3years’time．　In　the　Ineanwhileレthe　Bank　of　Japan　was

founded、in　1872　and　within　a　short　time　the　convertible　bank・note

system　was　intでoduced．

　　　　All　through　the　above　description，we　realize　that　the　modemization

of　the　Japanese　ecollomy　was　propelled，by　and　large，by　the　countrゾs

own　eH！orts．Those　efloエts　had　their　origin　in　the　Japanese　peoPle’s

tradition　and　were　directed　towards　the　collstruction　of　a　modem　state

equal　in　every　sense　to　the　advanced　countries　of　the　West．It　isto　be

admitted，however，that　in　the　course　of　her　westemization　to　attain
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her : iultimate purpose, environmental situations were,in many ways favour-

able to Japan~ : " ' First, the technological level 'of, the . world was very much lower in 

those yearS than it is today. Petroleum and electricity were simply utilized 

for lighting purposes and the Bessemer process was the only inodern 

technique for the production of steel. Chemical industry techniques 

were in their infancy. Speaking. in general, it happened to be the time 

when production technique was about. to make a spectacular advance 
with the backing = of science. Needless to say, the manufacturing industry 

of the world was light-industry-centred. This was. the reason why the 

Japanese people did not find it too di~icult to adopt or imitate Western 

techniques. = , - - ,: = "' ' -
Secondly, it was also the time when liberalistic ideas and policies 

based on these ideas enjoyed the heartiest welcome all over the globe. 

Foreign , teachers = and technicians thus freely travelled in and out of 

Japan . ~nd the exchange of machinery and techniques was least interrupted 

between " Icountries ; Japanese students were welcome wherever they went. 

Lack of ideological hostility among the world-powers in ,those ,days,meant 

something very important for Japan. They were no doubt in rivalry 
among each other and, I in fact, a few of them were very much covetous 

of extending colonial control over Japan. Yet. Great Britain, the biggest 

imperial power of the world, probably learning a lesson from her ex-

perienc~ in granting an independence to America, maintained a most 
sy,mpath~tic and friendly attitude towards the start 0L the Meiji govern-
ment. ' Under these circumstances and amidst the said international 

politics. Japan herself had no serious cause for internal conflicts. There 

was no bewilderment for her, either, at the cross-roads, one way leading 

to Capitalism and the other to Communism. Only one way was left 
open for Japan ; to unite all the national strength to catch up on the 

Western powers. 
Thirdly. Japan had a God-sent merchandise in the narne of raw 

silk. Learning from China the primitive technique of sericulture-filature 

in the remote days of her history, the Japanese people had known how 

to breed and feed silkworms and reel silk-thread from cocoons. It was, 

however, since the middle of the Tokugawa period, when Chinese silk-

yarn came to be imported in volume, that silk filature became a flour-

ishing industry in Japan under the feudalistic governments' protection 

and encouragement motivated by the idea of self-substitution for foreign 

imports. By the time the country's door was forced open to international 

trade at the close of the Tokugawa Shogunate rule, Japanese raw silk 
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had　attained　appreciable　qualitative　development　and　it　was　made　a

champion　export－item　in　eaming　the　most　coveted　foreign－exchange。To

meet　with　the　augmenting　world，demand　for　it，measures　for　both

qualitative　and　quantitative　improvements　to　the　product　were　imminently

requ玉red．　Italian，and　then　French　filature　techniques　were　soon　intro－

duced．

　　　　The　developing　raw．silk　industry　contributed　to　the　economic

modemization　of　Japan　in　two　ways：（i）rαw－silk　exports　supported　the

otherwise　precarious　trade－ba1εしnce　of　Japan．　Japan’s　industrialization

was　conditioned　by　her　capacity　in　importing　foreign　capita1・goods　and

industrial　raw　materials　l　the　ambitious　modemization　policy　of　the

govemment　kept　up　continuous　pressuエe　on　her　foreign　exchange．　But

for　the　exports　of　raw　silk　and　a　few　other　purely　indigellous　products，

Jap旦n’s　trade－balance　wQuld　have　been　helplessly　frustrated，（ii）The

raw－silk　industry　pro▽ided　a　lucrative　supplementary－employment　for　the

nation’s　farmers。Mulberry・orchards　were　extensively　cultivated　even　on

dif五cult　terrain　and　the　cocoons　raised　from　their　back調break玉ng　Iabour

fetche（l　handsome　money；not　a　small　number　of　farmers’daughters

tumed　silk－reeling－mill　hands　for　wages　which，though　by　no　means　fat，

contributed　to　the　household・economy　of　their　parents．The　cash－income

obtained　in　greater　or　lesser　volume　through　these　channels　undoubtedly

raised　the　purchasing　power　of　the　farm　households　as　well　as　their

ability　to　save．

　　　　Blessed　was　Japan　that　she　launched　on　a　radical　modemization

progr＆mme　some100years　ago　inαfavour歌ble　environment　alld　on　a

sound　national　gromd　where　old　traditions　were　made　good　for　new

venturers．




